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Nuevo et al. 2006; Sanz et al. 2006; López-Caniego et al.

+

2007), mat hed lters (Vikhlinin et al. 1995; Tegmark &
de Oliveira-Costa 1998; Barreiro et al. 2003; López-Caniego

1 INTRODUCTION
The study of the Cosmi

et al. 2006) and other linear ltering tools (Sanz et al. 2001;
Chiang et al. 2002; Herranz et al. 2002a; López-Caniego
Mi rowave Ba kground (CMB)

et al. 2004, 2005a; López-Caniego et al. 2005b). Usually

provides a very useful tool to understand the Universe and

these methods lter maps at ea h frequen y separately. In

its evolution. A proper analysis of this primordial radia-

addition, Bayesian te hniques that in lude prior information

tion allows us to dis riminate between dierent evolution-

about the distribution of the sour es have been proposed in

ary models of the Universe. Dierent experiments have taken

the literature (Hobson & M La hlan 2003; Carvalho et al.

data with dierent observing

2009; Argüeso et al. 2011b).

onditions (i.e. resolutions, fre-

quen ies, elds of view, ...) in order to improve our

ompre-

hension of this radiation and, therefore, of the Universe. The
ex ellent sensitivities of modern instruments,
mental limits, imply that our ability to a

lose to funda-

urately measure

the CMB temperature anisotropies is limited by the

on-

tamination of CMB maps by astrophysi al emissions (foregrounds). For this reason, many te hniques have been developed in order to separate the dierent

omponents that one

an nd in the maps. While on moderate to large angular
s ales the main
extragala ti

ontaminants are diuse Gala ti

emissions,

point sour es dominate on small angular s ales

both in temperature (Toolatti et al. 1998; De Zotti et al.
1999; Hobson et al. 1999; De Zotti et al. 2005) and in polarisation (Tu

i et al. 2004, 2005; López-Caniego et al. 2009;

Argüeso et al. 2011a).
Astrophysi al foregrounds

an be both a disturban e

for CMB studies and interesting

per se

. The WMAP sur-

veys have made possible to investigate for the rst time the
statisti al properties of bright radio sour es above

∼ 10 GHz

over the whole sky (Bennett et al. 2003; Hinshaw et al. 2007;
López-Caniego et al. 2007; Chen & Wright 2008; GonzálezNuevo et al. 2008; Massardi et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2009;
Gold et al. 2011). The rst

Plan k

Although

single-frequen y

been remarkably su

ltering

te hniques

have

essful, a multi-frequen y approa h al-

lows us to take advantage of additional information su h
as the

ross-power spe trum of the noise. This makes pos-

sible to improve the signi an e of sour es seen at dierent frequen ies but with relatively low signal-to-noise ratio
in ea h frequen y

hannel without any a priori assumption

on their spe tral properties. However, multi-frequen y dete tion of point sour es in CMB maps is still a poorly explored eld. Herranz & Sanz (2008) introdu ed the matrix
lters te hnique (MTXF) as the rst fully multi-frequen y,
non-parametri , linear ltering te hnique that is able to nd
point sour es and to do unbiased estimations of their ux
densities. The MTXF te hnique exploits the distin tive spatial behaviour of these sour es without assuming any spei

spe tral behaviour. Herranz et al. (2009) applied the

MTXF to realisti

simulations of the

Plan k

radio

hannels,

showing that it is possible to pra ti ally double the number
of dete tions for some of the

hannels with respe t to the

single-frequen y mat hed lter approa h for a xed reliability level.
The MTXF approa h exploits the multi-frequen y in-

results (Plan k Collab-

oration et al. 2011a) have already oered the possibility of

formation only on the diuse

extending the study to higher frequen ies and fainter ux

ti

densities (Plan k Collaboration et al. 2011b).

take into a

omponents (like CMB, Gala -

emissions and noise). A more
ount also the

omplete approa h should

orrelations among the dierent

om-

frequen y maps due to point sour es themselves. A step in

pa t sour es from CMB maps (see Herranz & Vielva 2010,

this dire tion was done by Herranz et al. (2002b) who pre-

for a re ent review). Su

essful te hniques exploit a vari-

sented the mat hed multi-lter (MMF) method, a gener-

ety of tools: wavelets (Vielva et al. 2001, 2003; González-

alisation of the standard mat hed lter for multi-frequen y

There is a ri h literature on methods to extra t

,
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data where the frequen y dependen e of the signal is known.
This is the

ase for the thermal Sunyaev-Zel'dovi h (SZ) ef-

fe t (Sunyaev & Zeldovi h 1970, 1972), for whi h the method
was originally developed and that has been used to build the
Plan k Early SZ

atalog. Unfortunately this is not the

for extragala ti

ase

radio sour es. However, Lanz et al. (2010)

took advantage of an analogy between the SZ and the point
sour e

ase. In the SZ

ase, the spe tral behaviour of the

sour es is known but the size of the

lusters is not. To deal

with this, the size of the sour e is des ribed, in the design
of an MMF, by means of a free parameter, whose value is
determined maximising the signal-to-noise ratio for ea h dete ted sour e (Herranz et al. 2002b). In the

ase of point

sour es, the angular proles are known (they are given by
the point spread fun tions, PSFs, of the instrument) and
we only need to optimise a set of parameters des ribing the
spe tral shape.
In Lanz et al. (2010) the MMF was applied to realisti

simulations of the

Plan k

mission. The promising results

obtained in that work prompted us to apply the method

Sν
=
S0

„

where

Sν

ν
ν0

«γ

,

and

S0

(3)

ν and
γ is a free

are the ux densities at a frequen y

at the frequen y of referen e

ν0 . The spe

tral index

parameter. As pointed out by Lanz et al. (2010), ea h image
is ltered several times for dierent MMFs. These MMFs are
the spe tral index used in this work are

γ . The test values of
−3.5 6 γ 6 3.5, with

a step of 0.05. As it was shown in the

ited work, the signal-

identi al ex ept for the spe tral index

to-noise (SNR) ratio of the dete ted sour e is maximal for
the orre t hoi e of this parameter, and by
want an

e ient

onstru tion (we

estimator of the ux density of the sour e),

the un ertainty assigned to the sour e is the square root of
the varian e expressed in eq. (2) for the

orre t value of

γ.

While the parametrisation of eq. (3) is perfe tly adequate in
our

ase, any other parametrisation, even a non-fun tional

des ription of the ve tor
be used in other
are

f

by means of its

omponents,

ould

ases, e.g. when more than two frequen ies

onsidered simultaneously.

to real data, namely to the 7-yr WMAP data. More preisely, we have

onsidered the V and W maps (61 and 94

GHz respe tively), be ause at these frequen ies the knowledge of the statisti al properties of radio galaxies was poor.
The stru ture of the arti le is as follows. In  2 we briey
des ribe the method, and in  3 the data used. In  4 we
present and dis uss our results,

omparing our ux density

estimates with measurements with other instruments. Our
main

on lusions are summarised in  5.

3 APPLICATION TO WMAP DATA
As mentioned above, the WMAP V and W bands are parti ularly interesting be ause only a small fra tion of WMAP
sour es were dete ted with SNR

> 5σ

in these bands. We

have used an adapted version of the ode des ribed in LópezCaniego et al. (2007), Massardi et al. (2009) and in LópezCaniego et al. (2009), modied in order to handle two frequen ies simultaneously and to a
tering. The

ommodate our MMF l-

ode reads in an input parameter le

ontain-

2 METHOD

ing the spe i

The MMF is the optimal linear dete tion method when the

the pat hes to ee tively

spatial prole and the frequen y dependen e of the sour es

it reads in the two input maps in FITS format and ex-

are known. By `optimal' we mean, as it is

ti s, that the estimation of the ux density of the sour es is

tra ts the pat hes to be analysed using the tangential plane
1
approximation implemented in the CPAC library . Ea h

unbiased and has minimum varian e (maximum e ien y).

pair of V and W pat hes is analysed simultaneously using

In Fourier spa e the MMF takes the form:

the MMF, and a rst set of dete tions is produ ed. Next,

as well as the pat h size, the pixel size and overlap among

Ψ(q) = α P−1 F,
where

q

α−1 =

Z

is the Fourier mode,

the lters

ommon in statis-

the

dq FT P−1 F,

(1)

Ψ(q) = [ψν (q)], F is the

is the

olumn ve tor of

olumn ve tor

F = [fν τν ],

is the frequen y dependen e, τν (q) is the sour e prole at
−1
is the inverse matrix of the rossea h frequen y ν and P

power spe trum

P. The MMF takes as arguments N

N = 2)

over the

100%

images

and returns a single ltered image

where the sour es are optimally enhan ed with respe t to

of the sky. Then,

ode iteratively explores dierent values of the spe -

tral index for ea h sour e, allowing for the appearan e of
new possible dete tions. At the end, the

Ψ(q)

fν

(in this work

hara teristi s of the maps to be analysed

the

ode gathers all

andidates and generates a list of dete tions above a

given SNR,

onverting the positions of the dete ted obje ts

in the plane to the sphere. We have used at pat hes of
14.6◦ × 14.6◦ , ea h ontaining 128 × 128 pixels. The pixel
′
′
area is 6.871 × 6.871 , orresponding to the HEALPix resolution parameter

Nside = 512

(see Górski et al. (2005) for

more details). In total we have 371 pat hes, with signi ant

the noise. The varian e of the output ltered image is given

overlaps among them in order to avoid as mu h as possi-

by:

ble border ee ts. As des ribed in Massardi et al. (2009),

2

σ =

Z

we perform a two-step pro ess, rst doing a blind sear h

dqΨT PΨ = α.

(2)

If a sour e has a signal-to-noise ratio

>5

after the ltering,

we say that we have a dete tion at that position.
are dire tly given by the PSFs of the instrument. The

P

is not known a priori but

entred at the positions of the sour es identied in

the blind step. In this way we further redu e any proje tion
and border ee t that we

Sin e we are dealing with point sour es, the proles
power spe trum

a ross the sky and then rening the analysis obtaining new
pat hes

τν

ross-

an be inferred

ould have.

When dealing with the V and espe ially the W WMAP
bands it is ne essary to

arefully

hara terise the properties

of the beams, both to build the optimal lters (eq. 1) and

from the data under the assumption that the point sour es
are sparse. The unknown frequen y dependen e,
a given sour e

an be parametrised as:

f = [fν ],

of
1

http://astro.i .a .uk/∼mortlo k/ pa k/
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to obtain a good photometry of the sour es. WMAP beams,
parti ularly at 94 GHz, are highly non-Gaussian and non
ir ularly symmetri . We also need to take into a ount that
′
for the W band the pixel size (6.871 ) is dangerously lose
to the minimum sampling of the FWHM required to avoid
aliasing, and that real sour es are not ne essarily lo ated
at the geometri al
these systemati

entre of the pixels. We have dealt with

ee ts in the following way.

We used the beam transfer fun tions ( ir ularly sym2
metri ) provided by WMAP to reate high resolution templates of the beams (equivalent to the HEALPix

4096)

Nside =

proje ted into the tangent plane. Please note that the

maps that we have used to perform our analysis have a pixel
size

orresponding to

Nside = 512.

In addition, we must

onsider that sour es are not ne essarily lo ated at the geometri al

entre of these pixels. Therefore, taking the beam

transfer fun tions, we divided ea h
subpixels (Nside

bl = 2π

Z

= 4096)

Nside = 512 pixel in 8×8

using the following formula:

S

b (θ)Pl (cosθ)d(cosθ)/ΩB ,

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sour e dete tion was performed applying the MMF lter to the WMAP 7yr V and W maps, at 61 and 94 GHz
respe tively. We have used only one (V1) of the 2 dieren ing assemblies for the V band, be ause V1 and V2 are very
similar. As for the W band, we used 2 (W2 and W3) out
of the 4 dieren ing assemblies be ause their symmetrized
beam proles are geometri ally very similar (same as for W1
and W4) and this makes the photometry easier. The W2 and
W3 maps were

ombined pixel by pixel, weighting with the

inverse of the varian es of the pixels. To minimise the spurious dete tions due to the

omplex stru ture of the Gala ti

emissions near the equatorial plane and of the Large Magellani

Cloud (LMC) region, we have removed from the nal
|b| 6 5◦ and within a radius of 5◦
◦
◦
around the LMC ((80.894 , −69.756 ) in equatorial oordiatalogue obje ts with

nates). No sour es are dete ted within the Small Magellani
Cloud.

(4)

where we obtained the value of the beam template in any angular position (θ ) from the beam transfer fun tion using the

4.1 Point sour e dete tion

Legendre polynomials. Then we averaged the high-resolution

The two-step ltering approa h des ribed in se tion 3 yields

8 × 8 possible displa ements of the sour e
Nside = 512 pixel. In order to obtain a well-

beams over all the
entre inside a

129

5σ

dete tions in the 61 and 94 GHz WMAP 7yr maps,

outside the Gala ti

plane and LMC regions spe ied above.

estimated average of the beams, we repeated this pro ess

For ea h of them, the MMF gives the ux density at the

5000 times. These averaged beam templates were then de-

referen e frequen y (94 GHz,

graded to the same resolution of our maps (Nside

index, the only free parameter of the method. The un er-

this way we take into a

= 512).

In

ount, on average, the ee ts of pix-

elisation and the possible osets of the sour es with respe t
to the geometri al
A

areful

entre of the pixel.

in eq. 3) and the spe tral

an be estimated from intensive

simulations made in Lanz et al. (2010). From these 129 dete tions, 119 of them are reliable extragala ti

orre tion for the non- ir ularity of the beams

would require a detailed knowledge of the

tainty on the spe tral index

ν0

are either well known Gala ti

sour es; nine

sour es (like the Crab Neb-

ombination of

ula, the HII regions NGC 281 and NGC 1499 or the star-

beam orientations for all s ans through every position in

formation regions NGC 1333 and NGC 6729) or are lo ated

the sky. Sin e this information is not available to us, we

within Gala ti

only applied to the ux densities an average

the Ophiu us regions, or within regions of intense Gala ti

tor that takes into a
ea h

hannel. The

orre tion fa -

ount the ee tive beam areas for

mole ular

loud

omplexes, like the Orion or

emissions, plus one unidentied. For more details about the

orre tion fa tors were obtained using

positions of the sour es, and their ux densities and spe tral

the self- alibration method based on SExtra tor (Bertin &

indi es, see Lanz et al. (2012). The subsequent analysis in

Arnouts 1996) AUTO photometry, des ribed in González-

this job is made only with the 119 extragala ti

Nuevo et al. (2008). In that work, the NEWPS 3yr sour es
dete ted above the
densities

S>1

5σ

level by SExtra tor and with ux

Jy were used for the self- alibration. Only 3

W-band sour es satised these requirements and therefore
the

orre tion fa tor for this band

ould not be reliably esti-

obje ts.

The spe tral index distribution of the sour es, shown in
Figure 1, has a median value of -0.65 with a dispersion of
0.71. For

omparison, Wright et al. (2009), mostly based on

lower frequen y WMAP data, found a mean spe tral index

hγi = −0.09,

mated. To over ome this problem we have applied SExtra -

therefore

with a dispersion

σ = 0.28.

Our results are

onsistent with the steepening of sour e spe tra

tor to the W map at the positions of 296 sour es observed

above

by the Australia Teles ope Compa t Array (ATCA) and the

2008; González-Nuevo et al. 2008; Marriage et al. 2011; Mas-

Very Large Array (VLA). Fifteen of them were dete ted at

sardi et al. 2010; Plan k Collaboration et al. 2011b).

> 3σ

by SExtra tor. Sin e all the ATCA/VLA sour es have

been dete ted at a very high signi an e level, we were

on-

∼ 70 GHz

found for dierent data sets (Sadler et al.

The Eu lidean normalised sour e

ounts at 61 and 94

GHz are given in Table 1 and shown in Figure 2, where they

Plan k

dent that there were no spurious dete tions in this sample.

are

These sour es were used to re al ulate the ee tive beam
−5
area at 94 GHz. We obtained (2.50 ± 0.09) × 10
sr, to be
−5
ompared with the nominal value of 2.07 × 10
sr for the

(Plan k Collaboration et al. 2011b) and with the predi tions

ompared with the ounts in the nearest

of the De Zotti et al. (2005) and Tu

hannels

i et al. (2011) models.

In this gure, the ux densities obtained with the MMF

symmetrised beam. Note that all the ingredients des ribed

were

in this se tion must be introdu ed in the

2006) in order to remove as mu h as possible the Eddington

ode before the

ltering pro ess.

orre ted with a Bayesian approa h (Herranz et al.

bias (Eddington 1913). This approa h takes into a

ount

the distribution in ux density of the obje ts as a power
2

lambda.gsf .nasa.gov/produ t/map/dr4/beam_xfer_get. fm

law with unknown slope, and an additive Gaussian noise. It
is important to point out that this

orre tion is statisti al,

4
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61 GHz
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Spe tral index distribution of the dete ted extragala ti sour es.
Figure 1.

sr )

10.1±1.7
25±4
21±5
27±8
14±8
27±16
18±18
36±36

10.9±1.8
18±3
19±5
9± 5
18±9
9±9
18±18

−1
3/2

94 GHz

dN/dS (Jy

61 GHz

5/2

1.27
2.01
3.18
5.05
8.00
12.68
20.10
31.85

S5/2 dN/dS (Jy3/2 sr−1 )

1

10

S

S (Jy)

94 GHz

2

10

···

Eu lidean-normalised dierential number ounts at 61
and 94 GHz, based on our dete tions, in bins of ∆ log(S) = 0.2
and taking into a ount the Bayesian orre tion to the ux densities.

0

and therefore it has been taken into a
estimation of the sour e
The

omparison in Figure 2 shows that our

ness limit is

Plan k

ount only in the

ounts.
omplete-

≃ 2 Jy. Above this limit, the agreement with the

ounts and with the Tu

erally good. This

i et al. (2011) model is gen-

onrms that the Tu

1

10

Table 1.

10

S (Jy)

WMAP 7yr Eu lidean-normalised dierential number
ounts at 61 and 94 GHz based on the MMF sample (red points)
with Poissonian error bars and the Bayesian orre tion to the ux
densities. The grey rosses are the Plan k ounts at 70 and 100
GHz (Plan k Collaboration et al. 2011b). The solid lines are the
predi tion by the Tu i et al. (2011) model at 61 and 94 GHz
and the dashed lines the predi tion by the De Zotti et al. (2005)
model at the same frequen ies.
Figure 2.

i et al. (2011) model

deals appropriately with the high frequen y behaviour of
sour e spe tra.
Although several data sets had suggested (Sadler et al.
2008; González-Nuevo et al. 2008) and then dete ted (Plan k
Collaboration et al. 2011b, ) a break in the bright extragala ti

radio sour es (at high-ux level) at

break is only well explained with the
sider the Tu

∼ 70

GHz, this

urrent data if we

on-

i et al. (2011) model.

a non-blind (based on the ATCA 20 GHz survey
(94 GHz)

hannel (NEWPS5yr

atalogue). At 61 GHz they

dete ted 169 sour es, 61 of whi h are not dete ted by us;
45 of them however are dete ted at

> 3σ

with the MMF in

the blind step of our dete tion pro ess. Seven of the other
◦
18 sour es are at |b| < 15 and may be ontaminated by

4.2 Comparison with NEWPS atalogues

Gala ti

emission, and three lie in the LMC region, ex luded

from our sear h. The remaining 8 sour es have not been de-

López-Caniego et al. (2007) looked for sour es in the WMAP

te ted by the MMF. On the other hand, our

3-yr maps at the positions of known 5 GHz sour es (non-

extragala ti

obje ts

blind sear h) and reported 22 dete tions at 94 GHz (listed in

NEWPS5yr

atalogue. We must remark that our

the NEWPS3yr

is

atalogue). Massardi et al. (2009)

atalogue)

and a blind sear h on WMAP 5-yr maps, ex luding the W

ombined

atalogue of

ontains 16 sour es not present in the
atalogue

ompletely based on a blind sear h, whereas the NEWPS

Point sour e dete tion in WMAP data
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70 GHz

1

10

(Jy)
MMF 61 GHz

S

S

MMF 94 GHz

(Jy)

1

10

0

10

0

10

−1

0

10

1

10
Scalibrators (Jy)

−1

10

0

10

10
FLUXDETERCSC (Jy)

Comparison between 94 GHz ux densities re overed
by the MMF and the ATCA (3 mm) and NRAO (90 GHz) ux
density measurements, for the 85 sour es in ommon. No orre tion for the slightly dierent frequen ies of the sets of measurements was made. The solid line is x=y.

1

10

100 GHz

Figure 3.

1

(Jy)
S

te ted at low frequen y.

4.3 Comparison with ATCA and NRAO ux
densities

10

MMF 94 GHz

atalogue was guided by a previous sele tion of soure s de-

Our sample of 94 GHz dete tions in ludes 85 sour es with
3
ground based ≃ 3 mm observations either with ATCA or
4
with the NRAO 12m teles ope (Holdaway et al. 1994) . The
ATCA ux densities for these sour es have been

0

10

olle ted in

−1

ATCA digital

orrelator with up to

0

10

the frequen y range between 85 and 105 GHz with the old

10
FLUXDETERCSC (Jy)

1

10

2×256 MHz bandwidth.

The MMF ux density estimates are

ompared with ATCA

and NRAO measurements in Figure 3. There is eviden e that
the MMF somewhat overestimates the ux densities below

≃ 2 Jy, most likely due to the Eddington bias. Above 2 Jy the
h|SMMF − Sground |/Sground i ≃
38% somewhat higher than expe ted from the ombination

Comparison of the ux densities re overed by the MMF
on WMAP maps at 61 and 94 GHz with the FLUXDET values
reported in the Plan k ERCSC at 70 GHz (upper panel) and 100
GHz (lower panel), respe tively. The solid line is x=y.

Figure 4.

mean absolute fra tional error

of nominal measurement errors and variability, suggesting
that the true errors asso iated to the MMF ux density
estimates are somewhat larger than the nominal values. In
this respe t, it must be noted that the WMAP 7-yr maps are
averages over seven years of observations while the ATCA
and NRAO measurements refer to a single epo h.

4.4 Comparison with the Plan k Early Release
Compa t Sour e Catalogue (ERCSC)
Thanks to its higher sensitivity,

Plan k

has dete ted far

more sour es than WMAP. The Early Release Compa t
Sour e Catalogue (ERCSC) lists 1381 sour es dete ted at
100 GHz and 599 dete ted at 70 GHz; 308 and 788 of the

ERCSC 70 GHz and 100 GHz sour es, respe tively, are outside of the WMAP Point Sour e Catalog mask. Three of our
extragala ti

http://www.narrabri.atnf. siro.au/ alibrators/index.html
http://www.alma.nrao.edu/memos/htmlmemos/alma123/memo123.pdf

4

atalogues with ux densities

onsistent with those inferred from WMAP data.
The ERCSC gives four dierent measures of ux density for ea h sour e. For the
we have

hosen the estimate

omparison with our results,
alled FLUXDET, whi h is

al ulated using an approa h similar to ours and appears
to have higher reliability for low signal-to-noise ratios. Figure 4

ompares the FLUXDET ux densities at 70 and 100

GHz with the MMF ones at the nearest WMAP frequenies (61 and 94 GHz, respe tively). Again there is eviden e
that the MMF ux densities are ae ted by the Eddington

≃ 2 Jy. The MMF ux densities of the 5 sour es
SMMF,94GHz & 8 Jy are all lower than the the ERCSC

bias below
with

3

dete tions are not present in the ERCSC, but

are present in lower frequen y

ux densities at 100 GHz. Two of these sour es (the one at
= 91.968◦ , de = −6.396◦ and Cen A) has a strong dust

RA

emission, seen in the IRAS survey, that enhan es the 100

6

Lanz et al.

GHz ux density. The other 3 are well known highly vari-

extra ted by the Plan k Early Release Compa t Sour e Cat-

able blazars (3C273, 3C279, 3C454.3),

alogue (Plan k Collaboration et al. 2011a).

aught by Plan k in

a bright phase.

This average steepening observed in the spe tra of

The spe tral index distributions of our sour es are
pretty

lose to that of the ERCSC sour es: the median spe -

tral index of our sour es is -0.65, with a standard deviation
of 0.71; for ERCSC sour es with

γ 6 2

(to avoid strong

ontamination by dust emission) and ex luding the Gala ti

plane and the LMC region as dened previously in order

to have a sample
value of

−0.39

omparable with ours, we nd a median

bright extragala ti

sour es, whi h are mainly blazars in

this frequen y range (Angel & Sto kman 1980), has been
re ently interpreted by Tu

i et al. (2011) in terms of

the "break" frequen y, foreseen in the emission spe tra of
blazars by

lassi

physi al models for the syn hrotron emis-

sion in the inner part of inhomogenous
ably, this new model by Tu

oni al jets. Remark-

i et al. (2011) is able to give

a good a t not only to the sour e number

with a standard deviation of 0.52.

ounts here

presented (see Figure 2;  4.1) but also to almost all the
published data on number

ounts and spe tral index distri-

butions of bright extragal ti

5 CONCLUSIONS

radio sour es up to, al least,

200-300 GHz.

The dete tion of extragala ti

point sour es is a

ru ial task

in the analysis of CMB maps be ause point sour es are the
main

ontaminant of the CMB power spe trum on small an-

gular s ales. From the same maps we

an extra t interest-

ing astrophysi al information about the point sour es themselves. The development of e ient dete tion tools is therefore very important. The MMF holds the promise of a hieving dete tions down to fainter ux densities than a hievable
by standard methods.
Applying this tool to WMAP 7yr maps at 61 and 94

5σ

GHz simultaneously we have obtained 129
both frequen ies, outside the Gala ti

dete tions at
◦
plane (i.e. at |b| > 5 )

and the LMC regions. Nine of these sour es, are either
known Gala ti

sour es or reside in regions of high Gala ti

emission. One additional sour e does not have a
part in low frequen y radio

ounter-

atalogues. All the other 119

sour es do have a low frequen y

ounterpart; 104 of them

reside outside the WMAP Point Sour e Catalog mask. For
omparison, the NEWPS-3year

atalogue

te tions at 94 GHz. Although the

Plan k

ontains 22
ERCSC

5σ

de-

ontains

far more sour es at the frequen ies (70 and 100 GHz) nearest
to those used in the present analysis, we have dete ted three
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sour es not present in the ERCSC, yet with ux densities
onsistent with lower frequen y measurements.
A

omparison of the ux densities yielded by the MMF

with those obtained at

≃ 90 GHz

NRAO 12m teles ope, and with the

with the ATCA or the

Plan k

ERCSC data at

70 and 100 GHz, shows a generally good agreement above

≃ 2 Jy,

although the rms dieren es between MMF and

ground based or ERCSC values are larger than expe ted
from variability and nominal measurement errors. This suggests that the errors asso iated to MMF ux density estimates are somewhat larger than the nominal values listed in
Lanz et al. (2012). Below 2 Jy, the MMF ux densities tend
to be somewhat overestimated, as the ee t of the Edding-
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